All your key moments.
One Story.

We’re all consuming more and more content, and creating more than ever to keep up with demand. Up your content creation and save a ton of time with Trint.

Pull together all your key quotes from multiple transcripts into one place. Then easily move into onward workflows, including direct to audio and video software. Now you can script, organize and tell your Story, faster.

See it, hear it, create it. All in Trint.

1. Assemble your Story
   - Highlight key moments and soundbites from multiple Trints
   - See all your important quotes in one place
   - Drag and drop your content into place to set the order

2. Refine it
   - Play it back to get a feel for the narrative
   - Start scripting directly in your Story
   - Add comments and notes to share with audiovisual editors and other creatives

3. Move it forward
   - Grab time-coded selects fast
   - Export into post-production formats like EDL and XML
   - Quickly create sequenced clips in programs like Adobe, Avid and Final Cut

To learn more on how Trint can help speed up your production workflows, visit our website and start telling your Stories, faster.

Security
Your data and security are our top priority which is why no one sees your data but you. Our ISO 27001 certified platform offers best-in class security.

Support
Our dedicated Customer Experience team is on hand to help you get the most out of Trint.

Integration
Use our powerful APIs to connect Trint to your most used systems to power your onward workflows.

World-class teams collaborate with Trint